





On the Landscape Survey and the Landscape Planning 
─ The Analysis of Hirakata City’s Two Documents of Landscape ─
（Basic research for “a draft landscape plan” by local residents et al.  Part 2）
SAKAKIBARA Kazuhiko，TANIGUCHI Okinori，KAWAGUCHI Masatake
Abstract
　It is easy to initiate urban planning from landscapes of the city and to reach agreement 
if the landscapes following the urban planning are shown to residents. Regarding the term 
“landscape,” the visual takes priority in the urban planning. However in the landscape 
ecology, it is strongly connected with the particular region. This means that the landscape 
is not an abstracted, universal thing, but rather a reflection of that region, including the 
intrinsic “scenery in the mind”. We clarify that it differs from the thought process of the 
scientific method, which breaks the whole into elements and seeks the optimal from only 
relationships between those elements. As a case study, we analyze from the viewshed two 
documents: a landscape survey of Hirakata City and a landscape plan of Hirakata City.
（*）“a draft landscape plan” is quoted from the English translation of the Landscape Act 
（景観法, Act No. 110 of 2004） prepared by the Landscape Office of the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport.
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5　　 同じA, B, C, D,・・・の要素からなる生態系（S）もたんにS=f（A, B, C, D,・・・）では






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































図− 16　西から見た枚方市の地形など（高さを 15 倍に強調）
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付録　図−３　自画像１の部分拡大（上）と図−４　自画像２の部分拡大（下）
